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This special issue on “Knowledge-based Modes of
Human-Computer Interaction” aims at presenting some
novel ways and relevant challenging issues of how users
interact with computers in knowledge-based environ-
ments. As computer users are spreading and include
people of all ages, backgrounds, professions, educa-
tion levels, aims, profiles, preferences and personali-
ties, human-computer interaction has to undertake the
difficult task of personalization, adaptivity, virtual real-
ity presentation, intelligent multimedia interaction and
so on. The special issue focuses on both theoretical
issues as well as applications of intelligent user inter-
faces within the area of human-computer interaction in-
cluding methodologies, design environments, user in-
terface development life cycle, empirical studies, mul-
timedia/multimodal signal processing and evaluation.

We have received a large number of submissions to
the special issue. Each submitted paper was reviewed
by at least two independent reviewers for novelty and
clarity of the research reported in it. Additionally, as
guest co-editors, we looked over all the manuscripts.
For inclusion in the special issue, we have selected six
papers from those submitted.

The first four papers describe novel multimodal ways
of human-computer interaction. Specifically, the first
paper, authored by Alepis and Virvou, is on “Ob-
ject Oriented Architecture for Affective Multimodal e-
Learning Interfaces.” The second paper, authored by
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Alotaibi and Rigas, is on “An Empirical Approach to
Customer Knowledge Management.” The third pa-
per, authored by Odya, Czyzewski, Grabkowska, and
Grabkowski, is on “Smart Pen – A New Multimodal
Computer Control Tool for Graphomotorical Therapy.”
The fourth paper, authored by Patsakis and Alexandris,
is on “Enhancing 2D GUIs with 3D Input Devices.”

The next two papers present novel multimedia sig-
nal processing methodologies, which may prove effi-
cient in current and future knowledge-based modes of
human-computer interaction. Specifically, the fifth pa-
per, authored by Kunka, Kostek, Kulesza, Szczuko, and
Czyzewski, is on “Gaze-Tracking-Based Audio-Visual
Correlation Analysis Employing Quality of Experience
Methodology.” Finally, the sixth paper, authored by
Lampropoulou, Lampropoulos, and Tsihrintzis is on
“Music Genre Classification based on Ensemble of Sig-
nals produced by Source Separation Methods.”
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